NOVA FONTE

Almost 100 years ago
KLUDI began manufacturing bathroom
fittings using traditional methods
of craftsmanship. Followed by high-quality,
reliable fixtures of timeless design, this
expertise formed the foundation of KLUDI.
From the tradition as a faucet specialist, the
goal was created to combine the highest
quality of use and perfect design in a unique
way. Thus the claim Water in Perfection
finds unmistakable expression in our products
as well as in all services we provide for our
customers. It inspires and drives
our future activities.
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Classic, Puristic and Déco – KLUDI NOVA
FONTE offers a multitude of design
possibilities for the bathroom. Something
to fit for every style. After all, interior
design is all about finding a personal
touch.

NOVA
NOVA FONTE
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FONTE
KLUDI NOVA FONTE is not simply a new range in the
sophisticated smart luxury segment – it is a concept that is
arguably unique in the world of fittings and opens up a wide
range of design options for the bathroom. The three design
styles, Classic, Puristic and Déco, each offer their own
interpretation of the classic modern bathroom. The visual
expression of this style is found in the way the handles and
base beautifully combine purist and classic design elements,
resulting in unequalled examples of post-modern elegance
and timeless sophistication.

Modern Classic

NOVA FONTE

Classic

NOVA FONTE

Puristic

NOVA FONTE

Déco
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NOVA FONTE

Classic – balanced proportions and structures,
traditional shapes and materials, timeless quality
and harmony characterise this world of style.

NOVA FONTE
Classic

Balanced interplay of forms: the striking cross
handle and the round, stepped base give NOVA
FONTE Classic its distinctive character.

Classic

14

Three-hole basin mixer

Bath and shower mixer

201430520

205400520
Bath shower set

An elegant eye-catcher: the fitting
charms with its harmonious lines.

NOVA FONTE

2085005-25

KLUDI NOVA FONTE Classic
uncompromisingly reduces the
archetypal shape to the essentials.

Three-hole basin mixer
201430520
Inspired by historic two-handle fittings, KLUDI NOVA
FONTE translates their grace and elegance to the
modern age with an impressively delicate and timeless
aesthetic.

Classic
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Three-hole basin mixer
201430520
The cross handles follow in the
tradition of classic style elements,
while their clear design also gives
them a contemporary look.

NOVA FONTE

Classic
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NOVA FONTE

Basin mixer

Concealed three-hole

201180520

wall-mounted basin mixer
201460520

Shapely alternatives: for the

… but also three-hole wall-

washbasin, there is not only

mounted fittings with spouts

a single-hole fitting …

in two different lengths.

Classic
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Bath and shower mixer
205400520
Bath shower set
2085005-25
Traditional lines: the bath and shower
fitting follows the bath’s design cues.

Shower mixer
207100520
Shower set
2084005-25
A fitting counterpart for the shower:
shower fitting with traditional cross
handles.

NOVA FONTE
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NOVA FONTE

Puristic – precise linear design, minimalist shapes,
premium finishing and a conscious elimination of
any superfluous details characterise this style.

NOVA FONTE
Puristic

Reduced to the essentials: the exact
geometries and minimalist shapes of the
wing handle and base embody timeless
elegance and modern grace.

Puristic
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NOVA FONTE

Three-hole basin mixer
201430515
Clear and pure: the slim line
design is impressive, without
any unnecessary flourish.

Puristic
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KLUDI NOVA FONTE Puristic reinterprets
minimalism in a pleasantly soothing
way with its understated elegance and
reduced form.

Three-hole basin mixer
201430515
Timeless modernity: the clear,
straightforward design creates
everlasting elegance.

NOVA FONTE

Puristic
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NOVA FONTE

Concealed three-hole wall-mounted basin mixer
201460515
The ‘Art of Omission’: the three-hole wall-mounted
fittings boast impressively simple, calming clarity.

Basin mixer
201180515
Less is more: the single-hole fitting also
impresses with its minimalist shapes.

Puristic
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Shower mixer
207100515
Shower set
2084005-15
Sleak linear design: the slim wing handle,
reduced to the essentials, characterises the look
of the two-handle fittings for showers and baths.

Three-hole basin mixer
201430515
NOVA FONTE

Bath and shower mixer

‘Minimum not maximum’: simple, functional and

205400515

aesthetically pleasing – these attributes make

Bath shower set

up the design.

2085005-15
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NOVA FONTE

Déco – ornaments, somewhat playful shapes, the
use of contrasts between light and dark, and choice
of materials characterise this world of style.

NOVA FONTE
Déco

Modern ornaments: the elegant lines of the slightly
upward-arching base continues seamlessly in the
subtle curves of the star handle.

Déco
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Three-hole basin mixer
201430539
Fine materials, playful shapes:
the fitting is a real eye-catcher.

NOVA FONTE

Déco

NOVA FONTE

Three-hole basin mixer
201430539
A visual and tangible experience:
the gently curved star grip is a
joy to hold.

KLUDI NOVA FONTE Déco uniquely
combines decorative Art Nouveau
elements with a modern cottage look,
creating an individual, timeless design.
Déco
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NOVA FONTE

Concealed three-hole wall-mounted basin mixer
201460539
More than decorative: the wall fitting upgrades
any washbasin with its elegant look.

Basin mixer
201180539
A distinguished solitaire: t he single-hole
fitting immediately catches the eye with
its expressive shapes.

Déco

Shower mixer
207100539
Shower set
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2084005-35

Bath and shower mixer

Whether Art Nouveau villa or cottage:

205400539

the two-handle fittings for shower

Bath shower set

and bath look good everywhere.

2085005-35

NOVA FONTE

Déco
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NOVA FONTE

When KLUDI designs bathroom and kitchen concepts,
the aspect of utility is always a primary consideration
– with the aim of making life a bit easier and more
pleasant for its users.

Water in Perfection
Technology, Design and Quality:
Made in Germany

From easy and safe installation to unparalleled ease
of use and perfect enjoyment of water – KLUDI fittings
offer a multitude of added advantages for users.

Water in Perfection

True workmanship
Uncompromising quality
KLUDI products embody quality workmanship, the

and durability requirements. The goal here is to maximise

kind associated with the ‘Made in Germany’ quality

customer and user satisfaction worldwide. Regularly

markin Germany and abroad. From product development

certified and audited processes such as incoming goods

and in-house tool construction to manual final assembly,

inspections and manufacturing supervision help keep

the quality management and quality assurance teams

the complaint rate steadily low at significantly less

work together with all employees to make sure that the

than one percent.

fittings and showers meet strictest finishing, functionality

Finishing touches:
every fitting is
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finished to perfection.

NOVA FONTE

The design element that connects
them: the handles of all three
NOVA FONTE design varieties end
in a striking square.

A fit for every style
Classic, Puristic, Déco
Wing, cross and star handles each embody one

nothing to be desired for the style of the washbasin in

of the three designs of KLUDI NOVA FONTE. Yet they

any design-conscious bathroom. KLUDI NOVA FONTE

all share the same design language, allowing them to

also offers matching two-handle mixers for bath and

come together perfectly in the same bathroom. Eighteen

shower as well as bath and shower sets and shower

different versions of two-handle fittings leave virtually

kits in all three styles.

Water in Perfection

0°, 150°, 360°
Rotating spout
No two washbasin environments are alike, and
everyone has their very own needs and preferences for
the washbasin in their home. For extra space at the
washstand, users can choose the swivel range of the
KLUDI NOVA FONTE three-hole and single-hole pillar
fitting to accommodate their wishes in the best
possible way. It can be locked easily in place or limited
to 150° using a ring. To enable the spout to swivel a
full 360°, a second ring is required, which KLUDI
provides with the fitting.
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360°

150°

Locked in
place

NOVA FONTE

Bring on the water! But only as
much as you want – specially
developed soft-start elements
make sure of this.

Increased efficiency
Soft-start top elements
With conventional fittings, it is often difficult to

opened and closed by 90°. Precise regulation of the

adjust the water volume to the exact level desired.

water quantity means that only the amount of water

As soon as the mixer is turned on, water gushes into

actually needed at the time will flow.. Furthermore, this

the basin. With KLUDI NOVA FONTE, however, the water

avoids the annoying splashing of water, reducing the

flow can be precisely regulated – thanks to special

amount of cleaning needed at the washstand.

soft-start top elements, which enable the valve to be

Water in Perfection
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The laminar jet of
NOVA FONTE

Pure enjoyment of water
Laminar jet regulator
Crystal-clear water, like the water in a lake

to the usual method – is not mixed with air. The water

high up in the mountains, is provided by the pressure-

flows into the sink as quietly as a whisper and without

independent laminar jet regulator, incorporated as

splashing. Incidentally, the laminar jet is also considered

standard in KLUDI NOVA FONTE fittings. It produces

particularly hygienic. And what is more enjoyable than

a transparent stream of water, which – as opposed

pure water!

NOVA FONTE

Unlike most bath mixers, the KLUDI NOVA FONTE
bath mixer is deliberately restrained in appearance:
the diverter that enables you to switch between the
bath spout and hand shower at the bathtub. Instead of
the usual protruding control element, on NOVA FONTE
models it is installed almost flush with the spout. Yet,
thanks to its clearly visible marking, it can be easily
and clearly identified – and operating it is a breeze.

Water in Perfection

Keep a low profile
Bath fitting diverter

NOVA FONTE Classic

Three-hole basin mixer

Basin mixer

Wall mounted basin

Wall mounted basin

DN 15

DN 15

mixer DN 15

mixer DN 15

· cross handles, metal

· cross handles, metal

· cross handles, metal

· cross handles, metal

· three hole assembling

· single hole mounted

· for concealed

· for concealed

· Aerator M 18,5 x 1

· Aerator M 18,5 x 1

PCA laminar
· Soft-Start ceramic

headpart 90°

· Flow rate 5.6 l / min

at 3 bar

· swivelling (150°/ 360°)
or lockable spout

· swivelling (150°/ 360°)

G 3/8

G 3/8

PCA laminar

PCA laminar
· Soft-Start ceramic

headpart 90°

headpart 90°

at 3 bar

· with shank fastening

· metal pop-up waste

· metal pop-up waste

· Flow rate 5.6 l / min
at 3 bar

· pre-installation set

· with shank fastening
G 1 1/4

240 mm

· Flow rate 5.6 l / min

· flexible pressure hoses

· projection wall spout
· Aerator M 18,5 x 1

· Soft-Start ceramic

or lockable spout

· flexible pressure hoses

180 mm
· Aerator M 18,5 x 1

· Flow rate 5.6 l / min

at 3 bar

installation

· projection wall spout

· Soft-Start ceramic

headpart 90°
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installation

PCA laminar

and trim set

· pre-installation set
and trim set

G 1 1/4

· spout height lower

· spout height lower

edge 185 mm

edge 185 mm

chrome

chrome

chrome

chrome

Item no. 201430520

Item no. 201180520

Item no. 201440520

Item no. 201460520
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Ø36
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Bath and shower mixer

Bath shower set

Shower mixer

Shower set

DN 15

1S

DN 15

1S

· cross handles, metal

· hand shower DN 15

· cross handles, metal

· L = 900 mm

· wall fastening

· with spray mode:

· wall fastening

· metal wall rail

· Soft-Start ceramic

· slider is horizontally and

· Soft-Start ceramic
headpart 90°

volume
· flow rate 15 l/min

· autom. diverter

at 3 bar

shower/bathtub

· protected against

· quick and easy

· protected against
back flow

cleaning system
· KLUDI SUPARAFLEX

· flow regulator

SILVER-hose anti twist

s-pointer M 24 x 1
· flow rate 23 l/min

vertically adjustable

headpart 90°

· flow rate 21 l/min

volume
· flow volume = 15 l/min.

at 3 bar

at 3 bar

· s-connections

· easy limescale removal

· G 1/2 x G 1/2 x

· anti-twist KLUDI

1250 mm

at 3 bar

· hand shower DN 15
· with one shower mode:

back flow

SUPARAFLEX SILVER

· plastic-coated

· shower outlet G 1/2

· with conical nuts

· s-connections

· fixed wall shower hook

shower hose
· G 1/2 x G 1/2 x
1,600 mm

· with screws and

· plastic-coated

dowels

· with conical nuts

· wall fastening

· with dirt-catcher sieves
· includes mounting
material

chrome

chrome

chrome

chrome

Item no. 205400520

Item no. 2085005-25

Item no. 207100520

Item no. 2084005-25

75

55

60

120

120

150 ±14
150 ±14

205

Ø20,5

G½
Ø70

Ø25
G½

10
°

115
180

BATH

880

G½
Ø70

G½

Ø60
70

75

SHOWER

NOVA FONTE Puristic

Three-hole basin mixer

Basin mixer

Wall mounted basin

Wall mounted basin

DN 15

DN 15

mixer DN 15

mixer DN 15

· wing handles, metal

· wing handles, metal

· wing handles, metal

· wing handles, metal

· three hole assembling

· single hole mounted

· for concealed

· for concealed

· Aerator M 18,5 x 1

· Aerator M 18,5 x 1

PCA laminar
· Soft-Start ceramic

headpart 90°

· Flow rate 5.6 l / min

at 3 bar

· swivelling (150°/ 360°)
or lockable spout

· swivelling (150°/ 360°)

G 3/8

G 3/8

PCA laminar

PCA laminar

headpart 90°

· with shank fastening

· metal pop-up waste

· metal pop-up waste

· Soft-Start ceramic
headpart 90°

at 3 bar

· Flow rate 5.6 l / min
at 3 bar

· pre-installation set

· with shank fastening
G 1 1/4

240 mm

· Flow rate 5.6 l / min

· flexible pressure hoses

· projection wall spout
· Aerator M 18,5 x 1

· Soft-Start ceramic

or lockable spout

· flexible pressure hoses

180 mm
· Aerator M 18,5 x 1

· Flow rate 5.6 l / min

at 3 bar

installation

· projection wall spout

· Soft-Start ceramic

headpart 90°
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installation

PCA laminar

and trim set

· pre-installation set
and trim set

G 1 1/4

· spout height lower

· spout height lower

edge 185 mm

edge 185 mm

chrome

chrome

chrome

chrome

Item no. 201430515

Item no. 201180515

Item no. 201440515

Item no. 201460515

170
Ø20
Ø36

100

265

100

Ø57

265

1-30

185
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°

20
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Bath- and shower mixer

Bath shower set

Shower mixer

Shower set

DN 15

1S

DN 15

1S

· wing handles, metal

· hand shower DN 15

· wing handles, metal

· L = 900 mm

· wall fastening

· with spray mode:

· wall fastening

· metal wall rail

· Soft-Start ceramic

· slider is horizontally and

· Soft-Start ceramic
headpart 90°

volume
· flow rate 15 l/min

· autom. diverter

at 3 bar

shower/bathtub

· protected against

· quick and easy

· protected against
back flow

cleaning system
· KLUDI SUPARAFLEX

· flow regulator

SILVER-hose anti twist

s-pointer M 24 x 1
· flow rate 23 l/min

vertically adjustable

headpart 90°

· flow rate 21 l/min

volume
· flow volume = 15 l/min.

at 3 bar

at 3 bar

· s-connections

· easy limescale removal

· G 1/2 x G 1/2 x

· anti-twist KLUDI

1250 mm

at 3 bar

· hand shower DN 15
· with one shower mode:

back flow

SUPARAFLEX SILVER

· plastic-coated

· shower outlet G 1/2

· with conical nuts

· s-connections

· fixed wall shower hook

shower hose
· G 1/2 x G 1/2 x
1,600 mm

· with screws and

· plastic-coated

dowels

· with conical nuts

· wall fastening

· with dirt-catcher sieves
· includes mounting
material

chrome

chrome

chrome

chrome

Item no. 205400515

Item no. 2085005-15

Item no. 207100515

Item no. 2084005-15
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NOVA FONTE Déco

Three-hole basin mixer

Basin mixer

Wall mounted basin

Wall mounted basin

DN 15

DN 15

mixer DN 15

mixer DN 15

· star handles, metal

· star handles, metal

· cross handles, metal

· star handles, metal

· three hole assembling

· single hole mounted

· for concealed

· for concealed

· Aerator M 18,5 x 1

· Aerator M 18,5 x 1

PCA laminar
· Soft-Start ceramic

headpart 90°

· Flow rate 5.6 l / min

at 3 bar

· swivelling (150°/ 360°)
or lockable spout

· swivelling (150°/ 360°)

G 3/8

G 3/8

PCA laminar

PCA laminar
· Soft-Start ceramic

headpart 90°

headpart 90°
· Flow rate 5.6 l / min

at 3 bar

at 3 bar

· pre-installation set

· with shank fastening

· with shank fastening

· metal pop-up waste

· metal pop-up waste

G 1 1/4

240 mm

· Flow rate 5.6 l / min

· flexible pressure hoses

· projection wall spout
· Aerator M 18,5 x 1

· Soft-Start ceramic

or lockable spout

· flexible pressure hoses

180 mm
· Aerator M 18,5 x 1

· Flow rate 5.6 l / min

at 3 bar

installation

· projection wall spout

· Soft-Start ceramic

headpart 90°
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installation

PCA laminar

· pre-installation set

and trim set

and trim set

G 1 1/4

· spout height lower

· spout height lower

edge 185 mm

edge 185 mm

chrome

chrome

chrome

chrome

Item no. 201430539

Item no. 201180539

Item no. 201440539

Item no. 201460539

170
Ø20
Ø36

100

100

55
Ø57

7°

Ø57

265

Ø57

100

265

100

1-30

205

Ø56

380

320

Ø57
G½
60-100

Ø63

Ø57

100

100
Ø57
G½

Ø20

60-100

Ø20

1-25
20

400

240

°

BASIN

G⅜

180

20

G⅜

50

°

G1¼

Bath and shower mixer

Bath shower set

Shower mixer

DN 15

1S

DN 15

· star handles, metal

· hand shower DN 15

· cross handles, metal

· L = 900 mm

· wall fastening

· with spray mode:

· wall fastening

· metal wall rail

· Soft-Start ceramic

· slider is horizontally and

· Soft-Start ceramic
headpart 90°

volume
· flow rate 15 l/min

· autom. diverter

at 3 bar

shower/bathtub

cleaning system

back flow

· KLUDI SUPARAFLEX

· flow regulator

SILVER-hose anti twist

s-pointer M 24 x 1

vertically adjustable

headpart 90°
· protected against

· quick and easy

· protected against

Shower set 1S

· flow rate 21 l/min

at 3 bar

· s-connections

· easy limescale removal
· anti-twist KLUDI

1250 mm

at 3 bar

volume
· flow volume = 15 l/min.

at 3 bar

· G 1/2 x G 1/2 x

· flow rate 23 l/min

· hand shower DN 15
· with one shower mode:

back flow

SUPARAFLEX SILVER

· plastic-coated

· shower outlet G 1/2

· with conical nuts

· s-connections

· fixed wall shower hook

shower hose
· G 1/2 x G 1/2 x
1,600 mm

· with screws and

· plastic-coated

dowels

· with conical nuts

· wall fastening

· with dirt-catcher sieves
· includes mounting
material

chrome

chrome

chrome

chrome

Item no. 205400539

Item no. 2085005-35

Item no. 207100539

Item no. 2084005-35

90

65

75

120
120
150 ±14
205

150 ±14
Ø20,5

G½
G½
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Ø25
G½
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Ø60
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SHOWER

LEGEND
Eco
s-pointer
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Quick limescale cleaning

Kludi GmbH & Co. KG
P.O. Box 25 60 · 58685 Menden
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Germany
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international-sales@kludi.com
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